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ABSTRACT



The work presented in this thesis is the project carried out at The Department of Mechanical Engineering, Delhi College of Engineering. It consists of simulation of the Path Planning (Global, Local and Replanning), Mapping (Map Representation, Map Updates) and Sensors data for a robot which could detect mines in a minefield. The D* algorithm has been implemented for Global Planning, VHF+ algorithm for Local Planning, Evidence Grids for Map Representation and Wide Angle Sonar Range Measurements technique for Map Updates.
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1 INTRODUCTION The Introduction chapter includes an overview of the terms - „Robots‟, „Mines‟ and „Mines Detection‟. It will then highlight the need for an autonomous system for the detection of mines in a battlefield, which was also the motivating factor behind the project. Further, it will describe the project objectives, the approach and the organization of this thesis.



1.1



ROBOTS



A robot is a stand-alone hybrid computer system capable of performing physical and computational activities. Capable of performing many different tasks, it is a multiple-motion device with one or more arms and joints.



Technically, there is no one definition of robot which satisfies everyone, and many people have written their own. For example, International standard ISO 8373 defines a "robot" as: “An automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose, manipulator programmable in three or more axes, which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications.” The Cambridge Online Dictionary defines it as: “A machine used to perform jobs automatically, which is controlled by a computer.” Some other definitions generally in use are: “A mechanical device that sometimes resembles a human and is capable of performing a variety of often complex human tasks on
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command or by being programmed in advance.”; “A person who works mechanically



without



original



thought,



especially



one



who



responds



automatically to the commands of others.”



1.2



MINES



A landmine is a self-contained explosive device designed to be placed onto or into the ground, exploding when triggered by an operator or the close proximity of a vehicle, person or animal. Landmines are used to secure disputed borders or to restrict enemy movement in times of war. Tactically they serve a purpose similar to barbed wire or concrete dragon's teeth vehicle barriers, slowing or channeling the movement of attacking forces to the advantage of defenders. From a military perspective, landmines serve as force multipliers, because they increase the efficacy or potency of a force without requiring more personnel.



1.3



MINES DETECTION



Mines Detection is the process of locating landmines in an area. The current mines detection methods in use for civilian demining are:



Manual detection with a metal detector - The first step in manual demining is to scan the area with metal detectors which are sensitive enough to pick up most mines but which also yield about one thousand false positives for every mine and cannot detect landmines with very low metal content. Areas where metal is detected are carefully probed to determine if a mine is present, and must continue until the object that set off the metal detector is found. Technologies that improve safety include large, pillow-like pads strapped to the
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bottoms of shoes that distribute weight and dull the impact of footsteps, as very slight disturbances of the ground can tip off old, unstable, or intentionally sensitive mine triggers.



Dogs- Well-trained dogs can sniff out explosive chemicals like TNT in landmines, and are used in several countries.



1.4



NEED FOR AN AUTONOMOUS MINES DETECTING SYSTEM



The United Nations have failed in September 1995 to ban Antipersonnel Mines. Regular armies want to keep them as a defensive weapon, and ignore the misuse guerrilla factions are doing and their dramatic effect on innocent people. Around the world, unexploded land mines - some dating to World War I continue to threaten the lives of innocent men, women and children. The land mine problem is a deadly legacy of 20th century wars. At a few places, it is too common for farmers or their families to be maimed or killed in apparently peaceful hay fields by mines left behind from the world wars. According to international estimates, more than 115 million land mines lie buried on 20th century battlefields. On average, they kill or maim a person every 22 minutes.



Except for the metal detectors used by the demining teams, research for detecting and neutralizing mines is mostly under the control of the military and has made little progress for the last 50 years. Both the mines detecting methods stated above have a very low efficiency and a very high danger associated with them. It was required in this hi-tech era to have an autonomous system which can use the available mine detecting sensors to detect these mines without endangering the life of any involved human being or animal.
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1.5



PROJECT OBJECTIVES



The primary objective behind this project was to device an autonomous system capable of moving freely in any given minefield. The movement of the robot will provide a secure mine free path that can be traced to reach a destination point from a given initial point.



Alternatively, The project also aimed to implement the same autonomous system for detailed mapping of an area along with the estimated locations of the mines.



1.6



OUR APPROACH



An autonomous landmines detecting robot can be synthesized by embedding the available mines detecting sensors into an autonomous robot. The output from the sensors governs the path being tracked by the robot and the data thereby collected helps in concluding the detailed report about a minefield and a particular path.



In our project, the robot was given a starting and a destination point (also called a goal point) on a given minefield. The system then plans a possible shortest landmine free path connecting the two. Once planned, the robot navigates through it while actively collecting data from the mine detecting sensors. In case the robot encounters a suspicious mine, it immediately updates its map and replan its way path till it reaches the destination point safely.



Due to the limitations in the financial budget allotted, the project primarily concentrates on the computer based simulation of the coded system.
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1.7



ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS



In the subsequent chapters, the main objective has been further divided into various sub-goals. The relevant literature study and the various alternatives that can be adopted are mentioned. The selection of the best alternative to suit the purpose of the project is explained in details along with the actual implementation in our system. The thesis ends with the project conclusion and with a list of assumptions and errors.
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2 PROBLEM FORMULATION, LITERATURE STUDY AND ALGORITHMS SELECTION This chapter starts with the division of the main objective goal into further sub goals. A list of alternatives to solve the sub goals have been analyzed followed by the algorithms actually implemented in the project.



The primary challenge with the project was to design and simulate a complete autonomous robot to detect landmines in a minefield. A navigation system was developed which uses the simulated mines detecting sensors data to move autonomously in a minefield to detect landmines. After referring a few journals, papers and articles on autonomous robots and mine detecting sensors, the final objective was divided into 3 main sub goals namely: Path Planning o Global Path Planning o Local Path Planning Mapping o Map Representation o Map Update Landmines Sensing
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2.1



PATH PLANNING



The path planning task was further grouped into two sub-categories namely global path planning and local path planning. Global planner plans a path based on the knowledge of the entire map whereas the local planner uses only a portion of the map. The advantage of a global planner method for navigation is that they assess all the available routes and then chooses the shortest one available. Such a method requires a complete knowledge of all the grids of an area and especially of all the obstacles. Local planning has less complexity than the global planner but it involves only what the robot has seen and thus not as effective as global methods for finding paths over long distances.



2.1.1 GLOBAL PLANNING Global Planner algorithm provides the way points to be navigated from the start position to the goal position. It is based on the shortest possible known safe path at that instant.



2.1.1.1



Relevant Literature



The authors referred four different text / papers on different algorithms available for Global Planning prominently used in mobile robots. The Wikipedia article on Graph Search Algorithms provides a good insight into the A* Search Algorithm1. The paper titled “Optimal and Efficient Path Planning for PartiallyKnown Environments” by Anthony Stentz, the Robotics Institute; Carnegie



1



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A*_search_algorithm
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Mellon University; Pittsburgh, explained about the D* Algorithm2. The laboratory report on Motion Planning by Donni Cober , Alex Styler and Ally Naaktgeboren



available



on generalRobotics.org



describes about the



Wavefront Planner Algorithm3. The article on Dijkstra’s Algorithm4 as available on the Wikipedia gave us the description and pseudo code of the forth alternative algorithm.



2.1.1.2



Data Evaluation and analysis



The A* Search Algorithm incrementally builds all routes leading from the starting point until it finds one that reaches the goal. But, it only builds routes that appear to lead towards the goal. To know which all routes will likely lead to the goal, A* algorithm employs a heuristic estimation of the distance from any given point to the goal. In the case of route finding, this may be the straight-line distance, which is usually an approximation of road distance.



This algorithm assumes that the robot has a complete and accurate model of its environment before it begins to move; less attention has been paid to the problem of partially known environments. This situation occurs for an exploratory robot or one that must move to a goal location without the benefit of a floor plan or terrain map.



This paper by Anthony Stentza introduces The D* Algorithm, capable of planning paths in unknown, partially known, and changing environments in an efficient, optimal, and complete manner. Imagine exploring an unknown



2



http://www.frc.ri.cmu.edu/~axs/doc/icra94.pdf



3



http://generalrobotics.org/labs/lab05/



4



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dijkstra%27s_algorithm
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minefield using the autonomous robotic vehicle. The robot moves along the rugged terrain while using a range scanner to make precise measurements of the ground in its vicinity. As the robot moves, it may discover that some parts were easier to traverse than it originally thought. In other cases, it might realize that some direction it was intending to go is impassable due to a large bolder or a ravine. If the goal is to arrive at some specified coordinates, this problem can be viewed as a navigation problem in an unknown environment. The solution to this is provided by a D* algorithm.



The Wavefront Algorithm involves a breadth first search of the graph beginning at the destination point until it reaches the start point. First, obstacles are marked with a 1 and the goal point is marked with a 2. One can optionally surround the entire world with 1s as well to tell the robot to avoid those squares, and/or "expand" the size of the obstacle to avoid collisions due to deadreckoning errors.



Dijkstra’s Algorithm solves the single-source shortest path problem for a directed graph with nonnegative edge weights. For example, if the vertices of the graph represent cities and edge weights represent driving distances between pairs of cities connected by a direct road, Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to find the shortest route between two cities.



The input of this algorithm consists of a weighted directed graph G and a source vertex s in G. Denoting V the set of all vertices in the graph G. Each edge of the graph is an ordered pair of vertices (u, v) representing a connection from vertex u to vertex v. The set of all edges is denoted E. Weights of edges are given by a weight function w: E → [0, ∞); therefore w (u, v) is the cost of moving directly 9



from the vertex u to vertex v. The cost of an edge can be thought of as (a generalization of) the distance between those two vertices. The cost of a path between two vertices is the sum of costs of the edges in that path. For a given pair of vertices s and t in V, the algorithm finds the path from s to t with lowest cost (i.e. the shortest path). It can also be used for finding costs of shortest paths from a single vertex s to all other vertices in the graph.



2.1.1.3



Final Algorithm Selection



The A* algorithm is very efficient but fails in conditions of dynamic environment and unknown surroundings. The wavefront algorithm being based on breadth first search is inefficient and is very heavy computationally. The D* algorithm came out to be the best, as the field in which the robot was supposed to function will be unknown initially. D* algorithm has many advantages mainly the ability of planning paths in unknown, partially known, and changing environments in an efficient, optimal, and complete manner and hence is definitely the algorithm of choice as per the requirements of the project.



2.1.2 LOCAL PLANNING The Local Planner makes the robot move along the sub goal points (way points) given by the Global Planner. This basically gives the bearing and motor commands. This module also takes into consideration the obstacles detected while navigation and plans an obstacle free path locally. Local planning also has less complexity than global planning but involves only what the robot has seen and thus is not equally effective for finding paths over long distances. This
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mainly maneuvers the robot around unknown static or dynamic small obstacles autonomously with the help of sensors.



2.1.2.1



Relevant Literature



For the implementation of Local Planning, four different text / papers on different algorithms were studied. The paper titled "High-speed Navigation Using the Global Dynamic Window Approach" by Oliver Brock, 0ussama.Khatib; Robotics Laboratory, Department of Computer Science, Stanford University, Stanford, California explains The Global Dynamic Window Approach5. The text titled "The Virtual Force Field (VFF) and the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) Methods -Fast Obstacle Avoidance for Mobile Robots" by Johann Borenstein, Head of the Mobile Robotics Lab, University of Michigan introduces The Vector Field Histogram Algorithm6. The IEEE paper titled "VFH*: Local Obstacle Avoidance with Look-Ahead Verification" by Iwan Ulrich and Johann Borenstein talks about The VFH* Algorithm7. Another IEEE paper titled “VFH+: Reliable Obstacle Avoidance for Fast Mobile Robots” by Iwan Ulrich and Johann Borenstein describes The VFH+ algorithm8.



2.1.2.2



Data Evaluation and analysis



The paper by Oliver Brock proposes the Global Dynamic Window Approach as a generalization of the dynamic window approach. It combines methods from motion planning and real-time obstacle avoidance to result in a framework that



5



http://ai.stanford.edu/groups/manips/files/00770002.pdf



6



http://www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/vff&vfh.htm



7



http://www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/Papers/paper78.pdf



8



http://www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/Papers/paper73.pdf
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allows robust execution of high- velocity, goal-directed, reactive motion for a mobile robot in unknown and dynamic environments. The global dynamic window approach is applicable to non- holonomic and holonomic mobile robots.



The Vector Field Histogram (VFH) Algorithm method uses an intermediate data structure, called the polar histogram H. H is an array of 72 (5-deg wide) angular sectors. To account for the robot's changing position and new sensor readings, the polar histogram is completely rebuilt once during each 30 msec sampling interval. This works as: A window moves with the robot, overlying a square region of w_s w_s (e.g., 33x33) cells in the histogram grid. The contents of each active cell in the histogram grid are mapped into the corresponding sector of the polar histogram, resulting in each sector k holding a value h_k. Thus, h_k is higher if there are many cells with high CVs in one sector. Intuitively, this value can be interpreted as the polar obstacle density in the direction of sector k.



The VFH*: Local Obstacle Avoidance with Look-Ahead Verification is an enhancement to the earlier stated Vector Field Histogram (VFH) method for mobile robot obstacle avoidance. The enhanced method, called VFH*, successfully deals with situations that are problematic for purely local obstacle avoidance algorithms. The VFH* method verifies that a particular candidate direction guides the robot around an obstacle. The verification is performed by using the A* search algorithm and appropriate cost and heuristic functions.



The VFH+: Reliable Obstacle Avoidance for Fast Mobile Robots is a further development of the earlier Vector Field Histogram (VFH) method for real-time mobile robot obstacle avoidance. The enhanced method, called VFH+, offers 12



several improvements that result in smoother robot trajectories and greater reliability. VFH+ reduces some of the parameter tuning of the original VFH method by explicitly compensating for the robot width. Also added in VFH+ is a better approximation of the mobile robot trajectory, which results in higher reliability.



2.1.2.3



Final Algorithm Selection



Though local path planning can be achieved by using any of the above mentioned algorithms but after the analysis, VFH+ comes out to be the best option that can be used. It is primarily made for the usage with sonar and after being used a lot, it has reached a level of trust. It is optimal and since in the project, it has to be used with global planner D*, there is absolutely no question about it being stuck in the local minima.



This algorithm considers the dynamics of the vehicle as well and is simple to understand and very easy to implement. The number of users in mobile robots using it is enough to provide a lot of people to contact in case of problems.



Also, this algorithm involves making the histogram form the grid map and uses the histogram for working. If any changes in map are done, only a few changes in the way histogram is being made are to be done and no editing is required in the implementation of the complete algorithm. The code can be easily separated out from the rest of the system and can be implemented as an independent module. By defining the clear interfaces of transactions of data between various modules, one can make the software easily exportable to
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different kinds of robots as well. This issue has been explained again in later parts of this thesis.



2.2 MAPPING This part of the main goal is responsible for looking after the map of the area under investigation. The changes and obstacle discovered in the path and all the mines detected by the robot are updated to the master map. This master map synchronized with all the discoveries is followed by the robot while navigating through the minefield. The mapping can be divided into two further sub goals namely map representation and map update.



2.2.1 MAP REPRESENTATION The module deals with the way a map has to be represented in a computer system.



2.2.1.1



Relevant Literature



The webpage of a Stanford University graduate, Mr. Amit Patel 9 provides a number of different map representation techniques. Some of the important maps representations available at this webpage are: Grid Polygonal Maps Flat Hierarchical Wraparound Maps



9



http://theory.stanford.edu/~amitp/GameProgramming/MapRepresentations.html
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Road Maps Duals Skip links Waypoints



2.2.1.2



Data Evaluation and Analysis



Grid - A grid map uses a uniform subdivision of the world into small regular shapes called "tiles". Common grids in use are square, triangular, and hexagonal. Grids are simple and easy to understand.



Polygonal maps - One form of graph that one may want to use if the plot does not have terrain, and has polygonal obstacles. It is based on "navigation points".



Flat - A flat map has but one level in its representation. It's rare for area to have only one level―often there is a "tile" level and then a "sub-tile" level in which objects can move within a tile. However, it's common for path finding to occur on only the larger level.



Hierarchical - Path finding algorithms tend to be worse than linear: if the distance needed to be travel gets doubled, it takes more than twice as long to find the path. One can think of path finding as searching some area like a circle―when the circle's diameter gets doubled, it has four times the area.



Wraparound Maps - If the world is spherical or toroidal, then objects can "wrap" around from one end of the map to the other. In such a world, it's not clear how to give the global planning algorithm the information they needs. The shortest path could lie in any direction, so all directions must be explored.
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Road maps - If the units can only move on roads then one may want to consider giving the path planner algorithm, the road and intersection information. Each intersection will be a node in the graph, and each road will be an edge. The planner algorithm will find paths from intersection to intersection, which is typically much faster than exploring all possible directions, one grid space at a time. To save time, the node/edge graph can be built ahead of time instead of when you run the planner algorithm.



Duals - The road network map represents the locations as vertices and edges as connections between locations. One can swap vertices and edges in many cases. On a square grid map, the vertices can be made the center of the border between two adjacent squares. The edges can be made the connections within a square between the edges. This form of graph makes it easier to represent very thin objects like walls that are placed between squares.



Skip links - A path finding graph constructed from a grid typically assigns a vertex to each location and an edge to each possible movement from a location to an adjacent location. The edges are not constrained to be between adjacent vertices. A "skip link" is an edge between non-adjacent vertices. It serves to shortcut the path finding process.



Waypoints - A waypoint is a point along a path. Waypoints can be specific to each path or be part of the main map. Waypoints can be entered manually or computed automatically. Waypoints can be used to compress the path representation. Map designers can manually add waypoints (or "beacons") to a map to mark locations that are along good paths or an algorithm can be used to automatically mark waypoints on a map.
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2.2.1.3



Final Map Representation Technique Selection



The Grid form of map representation best suited the project requirements. The local planning behavior is easy for implementation on the grip form of the map. The global planning algorithm can easily be based on the same grid map and the grid map can easily be updated. Moreover, since the grid mapping is quite an old technique, there are a lot of people already using it successfully in different projects with different types of sensors. Keeping the resolution reasonable, the number of small squares can be kept under a limit which will result in efficient running of path planning algorithms.



2.2.2 MAP UPDATE This sub part of mapping deals with the technique of updating the map and providing it useful data.



2.2.2.1



Relevant Literature



The IEEE paper titled "Histogrammic In motion mapping for mobile robot obstacle avoidance"10 by Prof. John Borenstein and the work by Hans P. Moravec titled "High Resolution Maps from Wide Angle Sonar"11 are a good reading for understanding different mapping techniques.



2.2.2.2



Data Evaluation and Analysis



The paper by Prof. John Borenstein provides a good explanation of the implementation of Histogramms in motion mapping algorithm in the making of sonar reading to the grid formed map.



10



www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/Papers/paper18.pdf



11



http://www.frc.ri.cmu.edu/~hpm/project.archive/robot.papers/1985/al2.html
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The article by Hans P. Moravec explains the use of multiple wide-angle sonar range measurements to map the surroundings of an autonomous mobile robot.



2.2.3 FINAL MAPPING TECHNIQUE SELECTION Mapping is done using hybrid of HIMM technique and the grid technique. The project does not require exploration and un-necessarily map building. Only the points the robot encounters while navigating gets mapped. The project will involve a completely unknown grid map initially but the area, mines and obstacles will be mapped as the robot navigates towards the goal. The approach employed in the project is mapping of the free points, fitting the Gaussian in the arcs at various distances along the sonar acoustic axis for free points and obstacles. The map generated is damped with time and reverted back to initial unknown state with time by removing the dynamic obstacles which it might have mapped initially. This can be decided according to the dynamic nature of the environment, if required.



Also, the mines detected by the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) get marked up as obstacle in the map, so that VFH can navigate around them.



The two sensors namely the sonar (for above the ground obstacles avoidance, e.g. other vehicles, trees etc.) and GPR (for detecting mines) gives the positions of obstacles and un-traversable area. These area are marked in the map, relative to the current position of the robot and are avoided while navigation.
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2.3



LANDMINES SENSING



Detecting minimum metal antipersonnel mines and distinguishing them from the metallic debris of a minefield is difficult with the currently available metal detectors. Several promising new technologies are in development, but no single sensor will be reliable enough to find every mine in every situation, hence the need for sensor fusion. This sub goal primarily deals with the study of the various landmines detecting sensors.



2.3.1 RELEVANT LITERATURE A paper by Bertrand Gros titled "Sensor technologies for the detection of antipersonnel mines"12 provides a list of different landmine detecting sensors available. The Defense Research and Development Canada also have a good database13 of some available sensors for detecting landmines. NATO published a report in March 199614 classifying different mine detecting technologies.



2.3.2 DATA EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS Tele-Operated Multi-sensor Landmine Detector (as per the article by Defense Research and Development Canada) is highly efficient for low metal content and nonmetallic landmines. It is mostly employed for countermine roles on roads and tracks in operations other than war and rear area combat situations. The sensor consists of three scanning sensors which operate while



12



ftp://diftp.epfl.ch/pub/detec/doc/artismcr96.ps



13



http://dres.dnd.ca/ResearchTech/Products/MilEng_Products/RD20001_ILDP/index_e.html



14



"Peacetime mine clearance (Humanitarian demining)", NATO Defense Research Group, unclassified document AC/243-D/1213
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the system is in motion; a metal detector array (MMD) based on electromagnetic induction (EMI), an infrared imager (IR), ground penetrating radar (GPR), and a confirmatory sensor which requires the system to be stationary and near a target of interest, consisting of a thermal neutron analysis (TNA) detector. Each of the sensors provides information concerning the presence (or absence) of physical properties which accompany the presence of landmines. For example, IR provides a measure of thermal anomalies, EMI reports anomalies in electrical conductivity, GPR detects anomalies in dielectric and other electromagnetic properties, and the TNA provides a measure of nitrogen content.



Sensors currently used for manual demining - Demining teams use metal detectors that work by measuring the disturbance of an emitted electromagnetic field caused by the presence of metallic objects in the soil. In some cases magnetometers are employed, mostly for ferromagnetic objects. These sensors do not radiate any energy, but only measure the disturbance of the earth's natural electromagnetic field.



Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) - The GPR technology has been used for about 15 years in civil engineering, geology and archeology for the detection of buried objects and soil study. GPR works by emitting into the ground, through a wideband antenna, an electromagnetic wave covering a large frequency band. This can be done by using a short pulse or a pure sine wave whose frequency is varied continuously or by steps to cover the desired range. Reflections from the soil caused by dielectric variations such as the presence of an object are
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measured. By moving the antenna it is possible to reconstruct an image representing a vertical slice of the soil.



Induction coil sensor imaging - Instead of converting the information given by the induction coil sensor, used in conventional metal detectors, to an audio signal, it is possible to use it for imaging purposes. By moving the sensor and displaying data using different colors for different response amplitudes a map of the metal content in the soil can be constructed.



Infrared imaging - Mines retain or release heat at a different rate than their surrounding. During natural temperature variations of the environment it is possible



to



measure



the



thermal



contrast



using



infrared



cameras.



Developments in this technology are mainly targeted at airborne recognition of minefields.



Explosive vapor sensors - Dogs are used for the research of mines because their great smell sensibility (10-12 to 10-13 g of explosive) allows them to detect mines with a good reliability. But their training is expensive and they get rapidly tired. Artificial odor or vapor sensors would constitute a valid alternative, or in fact they exist and are already used in the chemical industry or in airports. Unfortunately these sensors either have a too low sensibility, are too slow or too large to be used in field applications.



Bulk explosive detection - Amongst the techniques which could be used to detect the explosive charge itself, nuclear detection methods are the most promising at the current stage of development. Thermal Neutron Activation (TNA) in particular relies on the activation, via neutrons emitted by a radio
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isotopic source or an accelerator, of the nitrogen nuclei abundantly contained in most explosives. Specific gamma rays are emitted and detected.



Millimeter wave emission detection - In the millimeter wave band, soil has a high emissivity and low reflectivity. On the other side, metal has a low emissivity and strong reflectivity. Soil radiation depends therefore almost entirely on its temperature and metal reflection mostly on the low level radiation from the sky. It is possible to measure this contrast using a millimeter wave radiometer device (in the frequency range from 30 to 300 GHz). Tests in ideal laboratory conditions have demonstrated the capability to detect metallic objects buried under 3 inches of dry sand.



The report of NATO published in March 1996 made classifications of potential mine detecting sensors technologies, given in the table 2.1.



Sensor technology



Maturity



Cost and complexity



Passive infrared



Near



Medium



Active infrared



Near



Medium



Polarized infrared



Near



Medium



Passive electro-optical



Near



Medium



Multi-hyperspectral



Far



High



Passive mm-wave



Far



High



mm-Wave radar



Near



High



Ground penetrating radar



Near



Medium



Ultra-wideband radar



Far



High



Active acoustic



Mid



Medium



Active seismic



Mid



Medium



Magnetic field sensing



Near



Medium



Available



Low



Neutron activation analysis



Near



High



Charged particle detection



Far



High



Nuclear quadruple reson.



Far



High



Metal detection
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Chemical sensing



Mid



High



Biosensors



Far



High



Dogs



Available



Medium



Prodding



Available



Low



Table 2.1:



Summarization of the March 1996 NATO report on mine detecting sensors.



2.3.3 FINAL SENSING TECHNIQUE SELECTION It is clear that no single technology has the capability to detect and recognize a mine in all situations. Costs and efficiency must be compared, hence the need for a better exchange of information between the specialists in each category. In the project, GPR sensors was simulated.



2.4 SUMMARY The D* algorithm has been finalized for global planning, the VFH+ algorithm for local planning and for obstacle avoidance system. The Map has been decided to be represented in the form of evidence grids with the data being updated according to the Wide angle based sonar mapping and HIMM technique. The Sonar range sensors are being employed for the detection of surrounding environment and to avoid tangible obstacles like trees, human beings, other vehicles, big rocks, walls etc. The simulated Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) sensors will detect the landmines.
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3 ALGORITHMS AND IMPLEMENTATION This section of the thesis presents an explanation of the selected algorithms (D* for Global Planning; VFH+ for Local Planning, Grids for Map Representation, wide angle sonar range measurements technique for Map Updates). It further illustrates the way these algorithms were implemented in the project.



3.1



D* ALGORITHM FOR GLOBAL PLANNING



3.1.1



WHAT IS D*?



D* with partial world knowledge - The robot maintains an array structure that represents the world as a grid of nodes with 4" spacing. This structure initially clears but gets filled in with obstacle data as obstacles enter a certain radius of the robot. The robot periodically re-plans on its grids of the world using the D* path planning algorithm (courtesy of Bruce Maxwell), adding any changed nodes to its open list so that changes takes into account in re-planning. The robot follows a path until it detects a nearby obstacle, at which point it stops to re-plan. D* is a good algorithm for dynamically re-planning a path based on a few changes to the previous knowledge of the world. This algorithm is relatively quick and the robot plans as well as possible based on its knowledge of the
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world which improves over time, but this knowledge is derived from a static knowledgebase of the world and not from real sensor readings.



D* with evidence grids - As above, the robot maintains an array structure representing knowledge of the world that it uses to plan its path. It uses D* to plan a path, and follows that path until it detects a nearby obstacle, at which point it re-plans. As the robot moves it collects sonar readings which it assembles to dynamically create an evidence grid that informs its knowledge of the world (code courtesy of Hans Moravec, wrapper courtesy of Bruce Maxwell). There is considerable overhead in maintaining and updating an evidence grid, but the robot is able to dynamically react to obstacles without any prior knowledge of the world.
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3.1.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF D* IN THE PROJECT GlobalPlanner class called Data about the current position, the goal point and the map is passed to the GlobalPlanner function CostK and CostH values for each cell are initialized to the minimum cost for the shortest path Status is initialized to Zero (New) Goal Points in Open List The Status of the cell changes to 1 (Open List) Cost Kmin initializes to 0 Function Processstate is called which processes the top state in the open list While processing, it closes state of that cell and opens its neighbours. It keeps doing the same till the current position gets its status changed to 2, (Closed). Now the path is calculated by following the parent nodes. The final shortest path is saved and returned. VFH+ follows this path As the new obstacles are detected, those cell costs are updated The ProcessState function of the GlobalPlanner class is involked which returns the replanned path. This Replanning of path is continued till the final goal point is reached. Figure 3.1:



The Control Flow in the D* Algorithm



D* Global Planning algorithm has been implemented in the class GlobalPlanner present in the file GlobalPlanner.cpp. This class accepts the goal point, the current position of the robot and the map as inputs and returns the shortest path to goal from the current location in the form of way points (i.e. x and y axis
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coordinates). These way points are to be followed to reach the goal. The algorithm returns an error message in case the goal points are unreachable.



As



soon



as



the



inputs



are



transferred



to



the



function



int



GlobalPlanner::planGlobalPath(Map *map), another function to initialize the cells is called. This function primarily initializes the costK and costH values for each cell to the minimum cost for the shortest path from that cell to goal, assuming that the obstacles are traversable with the same cost as empty cells. This basically gives the best ideal path from the cost consideration point of view. Also, the status is initialized to 0 and parent of each cell is initialized to some default value. After this, the control is transferred back to the function planGlobalPath.



Status defines if the cell is in open list (1), closed list (2) or is new (0). Parent index is the cell to which each cell back points, to reach the goal. Final goal is the only cell which does not have a parent.



After this, the goal points are placed in the open list and the status is changed to 1. This is followed by the initialization of the costKMin to 0 and then the function processstate is called. The function processstate processes the top state in the open list and keeps doing the same till the current position gets its status changed to 2, i.e. closed, meaning that starting from goal, it has reached to current position processing.



Now this goal point has its costK changed to 0, i.e. cost to reach goal from here, which is goal = 0 and its neighboring cells which have status 0 or costK > costH are placed in the open list, with the cells being arranged in ascending order of
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costK. The status of goal point is changed to 2 and the parent of all the new added cells is changed to goal state, through which these come into open list.



The initial search starts with the placement of the goal node onto the open list and this ends when the start node is placed into the closed list. Since D∗ searches from the goal to the start rather than from the start to the goal, the h(X) is measured from the goal to X. In D∗ the cost-to-go function is labeled h. The D∗ planner uses h to determine the path; when sequencing through the path to the goal, the values of h decrease. The D∗ algorithm uses the k values to determine the priority of the nodes in the open list. The k value for a particular node X is the smallest h value for that node since it was most recently inserted onto the open list. This means that if X were inserted and then removed from the open list, its h-values then are not considered. The significance of k(X) is that it distinguishes raise states, those where k(X) > h(X) from lower states, those where k(X) = h(X). It is possible for obstacle nodes to be placed on the open list, but they will have high k values meaning they will probably never be processed. After the initial search, the k-values are identical to the h values.



At this stage, the robot has its path ready. The function getBackPointerList(map, currPoseIndex, goalIndex); is called to get the way points from starting position till the goal position. In this function, the calculation starts from the current robot position and moves in the direction of parent nodes till it reaches the goal point. All these parent nodes are the way points whose cell pointers were stored in a vector list and popped up from that list, lgList (local goal list) whenever the VFH+ local planner needs them. This way, the complete path gets divided into short term goals and which are passed to the local planner one by one.
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3.2



VFH+ ALGORITHM FOR LOCAL PLANNING



3.2.1 WHAT IS VFH+? The Vector Field Histogram Plus algorithm (VFH+) offers a greater reliability and smoother trajectories. The algorithm is generally used to navigate robots with sonar arrays. The algorithm has four stages; Creating a primary polar histogram, creating a binary polar histogram, creating a masked polar histogram, and selecting the steering direction.



The first two stages of the algorithm regard the lengths of the laser as vectors and identify polar obstacles with a radius of the gap between the two neighboring lasers. At this stage any gaps that are large enough for the robot to fit through are identified. The third part of the process incorporates the turning circle of the robot and identifies areas where the robot would become stuck and areas that are impossible for the robot to turn into. The fourth part of the algorithm selects the best known route favoring routes that head in directions close to the robots goal. A cost function is applied to all the available routes and the robot selects the route with the lowest score. Any obstacle blocking one direction is considered to be blocking any robot trajectory going through it in the histogram, which helps the robot make intelligent choices about planning a path. VFH+ regards an object to be the distance between the two lasers on either side.
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3.2.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF VFH+ IN THE PROJECT The Local Map is scanned and the vector magnitude for each active cell is calculated using the formula: mi,j = ci,j2(a-bd2i,j)



Sector number for each cell is found and the vectors magnitudes are added according to sector.



Obstacles are explanded to accomodate robot size. Polar HIstogram is built according to the obstacle densities for each sector.



Sectors are divided into traversable and non traversable sectors.Valleys of traversable sectors is made



Final robot directoin amongst the valleys is selected according to the formula: g(c) = µ1 . D(c,kt) + µ2 . D(c,qi/a) + µ3 . D(c,kn,j-1) Figure 3.2:



The Control Flow in the VFH+ Algorithm



The VFH+ algorithm has been implemented in the function void VFH() in the class LocalPlanner in the following way:



The class LocalPlanner starts with the checking of the declared Booleans (This is carried out every time the function is called). The following if condition checks the state of boolean pathPlanned. The true value of the boolean pathPlanned signifies that the global planner has already planned a path which the local planner needs to follow and its false value means that the global planner haven’t decided any path yet, signifying that the goal is unreachable and the control will exit from the function VFH(). If the global planner has planned a path already, the program control will move to the next set of condition where it checks the three flags to find out if it has a local goal to reach; to check if the present local goal is not the ultimate goal; and to check if the final goal has already been reached.
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The flag localGoalToReach is turned false at the end of this function if the distance of the robot from the local goal is less than a threshold distance. This helps in the generation of the next local goal from the list of way points, the next time the function is called. The condition of checking the final and the local goal makes sure that incase the final goal has been achieved then no further local goals are popped up. The condition has been implemented as:



If ((!this->localGoalToReach) && this->indexLG!= this->map->goalIndex



&&



(!this->gotFinalGoal))



Once the local goal to be reached is confirmed, the distance from the current location of robot to the local goal is calculated. After this, the angle between the absolute current heading direction and the absolute local goal's direction is measured. Once this information is available, a square map portion around the robot’s current position is taken and scanned while moving cell by cell. The scanning is mainly conducted to find the obstacle density and the map sector in which it is lying. The complete 360 degrees are divided into 180 sectors of 2 degree each. For all the cells lying in the same sector, the obstacle densities are added and the polar histogram is made while also saving the obstacle density for each sector in the array sectArray[180].



The next step is to find out the direction the robot could take to get closer to the goal while avoiding the obstacles. The threshold value of each obstacle density is compared with all the sectors. Those sectors which have the obstacle density less than the calculated value are considered to be traversable and those above this value are considered non-negotiable. Now the sectors are checked in series and the one's which are sequentially below the threshold value, with no 31



non traversable sector in between are clubbed together under the same valley number. This way, valleys are formed. These valleys are stored in variable valley, which is a structure to store information related to each valley.



For each sector in a valley, the cost of taking that sector by the robot is calculated using the below mentioned equation:



tempValley->gCurrCost = (5 * del1) + (2 * del2) + (2 * del3)



Here, del1 is the difference between that sector and the goal sector, del2 is the difference between that sector and current robot heading sector and del3 is the difference between that sector and the previous sector given by VFH+.



Using the above mentioned equation, one can find out the minimum cost for each valley. The cost is stored in variable gCurrCost in the implemented project code. Once the scores are calculated, the valley with minimum score is selected but it might be possible that this valley has a size which is too narrow to be negotiated by the actual robot. Hence a minimum number of sectors are chosen which act as a benchmark for any valley to get selected. By comparing this condition and the gCurrCost, the best suitable valley is selected. After selecting the final valley, its bearing angle is calculated. By this, the final direction that the robot should take to proceed towards the final goal gets calculated and the VFH+ gets successfully implemented.



After the actual implementation of the VFH+ algorithm, the project included a simple proportional control. This functionality has been included in the same function VFH(). In this, the angle required by the robot to turn from its current
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heading direction to the direction given by VFH+ is measured. According to the distance calculated earlier and the measured angle of turn, the velocities are calculated using the below mentioned formulas:



Linear Velocity desired = K1_linear * distance from local goal



Angular velocity desired = K1_angulakr * angle to turn as calculated from VFH+



From these 2 linear and angular velocities, the actual velocities required at the left and the right wheel respectively can be calculated for a differential drive robot. After this, the current velocities of the two wheels are calculated and a difference between the required and current velocity for both the wheels is measured. This difference is compared with the threshold values of the acceleration which is important to avoid sudden change in velocity of the robot leading to a rough and jerky motion. Hence, the acceleration limits ensure a smooth change in velocities and jerk free motion.



After this, the velocity commands in accordance with the acceleration constraints are generated. The generated commands are stored in a variable to be issued later. The next step involved the comparison of the distance to the present local goal with the threshold value, and in case, the distance is less then the threshold, the flag localGoalToReach is turned false.
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3.3



EVIDENCE GRID BASED MAP REPRESENTATION



3.3.1 WHAT IS EVIDENCE GRID? Our third navigation scheme makes use of evidence grids, a method of integrating the aggregate sonar data to determine the probability that a given location is an obstacle. A search algorithm combined with an evidence grid gives a way to let the robot react to the world on its own, without any a prior knowledge.



Evidence grids are costly to implement. It requires significant computation to update the wedge of a grid each sonar reading corresponds to. There is a tradeoff between collecting too little data for the evidence grid to be useful, and collecting so much data that the robot spends too much time thinking about world when it should be reacting to the world. The decision made was to have the robot continually collect information but only update its evidence grid before planning with D*. This proved a good solution because the robot already stops before re-planning with D*, and it is preferable to incur a longer lag when the robot is sitting still than add the unpredictable jerky motion that could result from tiny time lags while the robot is in motion.



When using evidence grids, it is somewhat ambiguous what constitutes "new" information worth of the robot's attention: as a wall is pinged, the certainly of its nodes being occupied will gradually rise while the occupancy probability of nodes in front of it will gradually decrease. It was decided that if the occupancy probability is more than 20% different than what the robot thought the
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occupancy probability was in the past, the robot should add that node its open list. Furthermore, because the robot's sonars have a fairly long range, information about nodes not particularly close the robot often changes quite a bit. It was chosen to only put nodes on the open list if they were close to the robot.



3.3.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF GRID BASED MAP REPRESENTATION Evidence grid based map representation was coded in the class Map, defined in file map.cpp. Grid based map consists of a complete area divided into several small squares. These small squares were represented by the class cell, which contains various variables to store all the properties and parameters a small square may have on a real ground. The class contains details about its location in the form of x, y coordinates; its probability of being occupied (occupancy certainty value, varying from 1 to 0; 1 being completely occupied and 0 being complete free); the information about it been ever visited or scanned by the robot; the data about any obstacle detected by the sonar or a mine detected by GPR. The class also contains a few flags, mainly VirtualObstacle, which is used to simulate unknown obstacles in environment that were unknown during initial path planning phase and were detected by sensors only when the robots moved near to those cells. The usage and novelty of this has been described later.



Other than these, the cell class has variables to save cost H, cost K which are used by global planner D*. By using this data, the information about the map and updates are saved while the robot moves. The complete grid is formed by
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creating a vector pointer of class cell, cellGrid. Any cell is accessed by using the command cellGrid[index], where index number of any cell is



xCoordinate * (ySize - 1) + yCoodrinate



This provides a quick and easy way to access information about any cell. Once the representation of the map is complete, its initialization with data from the xml file is done. The data from the XML file is done starting with the readings of the end coordinates of the walls and other obstacles. All the cells lying in this reading were marked so as to transfer this information to the map. To do this quickly, the map coordinates given in xml file were converted according to the initially chosen map scale. The end points of lines represent the boundaries of obstacles. It was followed by the marking of all the cells through which these lines passes as obstacles with occupancy 1 or virtual obstacles. By this way, the map is saved as an evidence grid map.



3.4 WIDE ANGLE SONAR BASED MAPPING TECHNIQUE



3.4.1 WHAT IS WIDE ANGLE SONAR BASED MAPPING TECHNIQUE? The method implemented in the project starts with a number of values of range measurements obtained from the simulated sonar units whose position with respect to one another is known. Each measurement provides information about empty and possibly occupied volumes in the space subtended by the beam (a thirty degree cone for the present sensors). This occupancy information is projected onto a rasterized two-dimensional horizontal map. Sets of readings taken both from different sensors and from different positions of the
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robot are progressively incorporated into the sonar map. As more readings are added the area deduced to be empty expands, and the expanding empty area encroaches on and sharpens the possibly occupied region. The map becomes gradually more detailed.



For navigation and recognition, a way of convolving two sonar maps was developed which gives the displacement and rotation that best brings one map into registration with the other, along with a measure of the goodness of the match.



The sonar maps happen to be very useful for motion planning. They are denser than those made by the stereo vision programs, and computationally about an order of magnitude faster to produce. The project presently uses them with the Path Relaxation method to plan local paths for the robot.



3.4.2 IMPLEMENTATION IN THE ACTUAL PROJECT Map update requires that the data sent by the Sonar Sensor and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is updated to the map with values of occupancy or emptiness as sent by sensors. Using Wide Angle Sonar Based Mapping Technique, the occupancy value at any point in the cone is calculated using the below mentioned equations:



double Ea = 1 - pow( (2 * angleDiff / sConeAngle),2);



double Er = 1 - pow( ((dist - sonarMin)/steps),2);



double emp = Ea * Er;
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Where Ea is the factor for angular effect in the cone and Er has the radial distance effect in the cone. Combining these two, the emptiness or occupancy can be inferred. According to the sonar reading and the cone angle, all the cells lying in it were marked with the certainty value of each cell being calculated by formula given above. To find out the cells that need to be marked - firstly the rectangle along the sonar direction was scanned, with the length being sonar reading and width being arc length at the end. For each cell in this rectangle, the angle from the acoustic axis was found out and if it turns out to be less than the cone angle, the certainty value according to the given formula is found and updated to that cell.



This method was followed to update the map with the certainty values for readings of the sensors.



Moreover, if the reading is more than the maximum correct length decided, than the complete cone is marked as empty, and if the range reading is less than the maximum value, than the cells along the arc in the end are marked as occupied and cells in the cone before this arc are marked as empty.
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4 COMBINING THE ALGORITHMS INTO ONE SYSTEM This chapter will deal with the combination of all the four algorithms for different tasks into one single system. The final software will simulate the minefield like environment; will simulate the sensors, the various values, robot size etc. This chapter illustrates the complete control flow within the software.



Microsoft Visual Studio (version 6.00.8168.2) was used as the development software on the Windows XP (version 5.1 Service Pack 2) platform. External DXSDK (DirectX Software Development Kit) was installed and configured with the development software to provide the necessary library and header files.



4.1



THE FILES SYSTEM



The system was mainly divided into three sub files namely- GlobalPlanner.cpp (class GlobalPlanner), LocalPlanner.cpp (class LocalPlanner) and Map.cpp (class Map and class cell). There were several other functions which were called among themselves and from the forth main file. The main control as well as the software also starts from this main file.
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4.2 THE COMPLETE SYSTEM FLOW



Figure 4.1:



The Complete System Flow Diagram



The system starts with the initialization of the map and allocation of memory for storing cellGrid. cellGrid is nothing but a vector of cells representing the complete map of the field in the format of evidence grids. This representation consists of a complete area divided into several small squares. These small squares are represented by the class cell, which contains various variables to store all the properties and parameters a small square may have on a real ground. The class contains details about its location in the form of x, y coordinates; its probability of being occupied (occupancy certainty value, varying from 1 to 0; 1 being completely occupied and 0 being complete free); the information about it been ever visited or scanned by the robot; the data about any obstacle detected by the sonar or a mine detected by GPR. The class also contains a few flags, mainly VirtualObstacle, which is used to 40



simulate unknown obstacles in environment that were unknown during initial path planning phase and were detected by sensors only when the robots moved near to those cells. Other than these, the cell class has parameters to save cost H, cost K which are used by global planner D*.



After this initialization of all the cells of the vector cellGrid with the default values for all the parameters stated above, the map in XML format is provided to the system which contains the available information about the walls, obstacles, previous information of mines etc. This information is in the form of coordinates of the end points of walls, obstacles, mines, etc which are already known. In case, the area to be searched is absolutely alien and nothing is known, than this XML file is left empty. The initial position of the robot on the map is then initialized. The scale by which the map has been represented can be easily changed so as to accommodate fields of different dimensions yet not hampering the speed of the system.



Once the map has been loaded successfully and the initial position is defined, the robot waits for the orders for a goal point. As soon as the user provides a goal point by clicks on an appropriate point on the map screen, the information about that point is converted into map frame and passed to the global planner D*. The control thus moves to the file GlobalPlanner.cpp and into the class GlobalPlanner. This D* gives back the way points, i.e. the x and y coordinates of the points to be followed to reach the goal from the present position following the shortest path.



Once the way points have been defined by the D* algorithm, the following steps are repeated till the robot reaches the goal point: 41



1. The function VFH(), declared in the file LocalPlanner.cpp implementing the VFH+ algorithm is invoked. In this, first the flag LocalGoalToReach is checked and if it’s false, the next local goal is popped from the list of way points. After this, the distance and absolute angle to turn from current robot position to the next Local Goal (next way point to reach final goal) is calculated. According to current robot cell, neighboring cells are selected and a polar histogram is being build around the robot. Than according to the present direction, goal direction and previous bearing given by VFH+, considering the polar obstacle density around the robot, putting them in an equation, the final direction to be taken is calculated. Next the velocity commands were generated according to simple proportional control. Lastly a comparison of the distance from the local goal to current position is carried out and if it’s less than a threshold distance, flag LocalGoalToReach is turned false. Also, if this local goal was the final goal, than the flag finalGoalReached is turned true. 2. The velocity commands thus generated are sent to the robot through the port on which the robot is connected. Since the project involved the testing of the system in simulation, an extra function gets called up which generate encoder counts according to the velocity command. This ways, the simulated encoder values are achieved. 3. After this, the sensor values are read i.e., the sonar readings, the ground penetrating radar readings and the encoder values through the mode of communication. Since the project was completely simulation based and didn’t involve a real robot, the simulated sonar’s readings and ground penetrating radar’s readings were generated by using the flag 42



VirtualOstacle which has been declared in each cell. All the places where the simulated unknown obstacles or land mines were plotted, the flag VirtualObstacle in those cells was marked as true. The global planner does not take into consideration the VirtualObstacle and consider them as empty spaces. Hence, these were left to be detected by sonars and the GPR. Now to generate sonar readings, a scan of the rectangle of cells along the direction of the sonar is carried out, up to a distance equivalent to the range of the sonar. This checks the cell for the value of the flag VirtualObstacles. The lowest distance in the sonar’s range within the cone angle is taken as the sonar reading for that sonar. Similarly the ground penetrating radar’s readings were also generated. These readings were stored and represented in the same way and at the places where the real readings would have been stored. 4. After generating the simulated encoder, sonar and GPR readings, the system starts updating these values in map. First the position of the robot is updated according to the encoder values. Than the sonar and GPR readings are updated as obstacles and mines respectively in the map. The occupancy value for these cells is changed to 1. 5. Move back to step number 1.
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5 SYSTEM TESTING AND RUNNING This chapter includes the working system screenshots with their explanation. The various conditions tested and results thus achieved are also mentioned after the explanation.



The Testing was carried for three test cases namely: All Landmines are known A few landmines are known and others are unknown All Landmines are unknown.



5.1



SIMULATED MINEFIELD DESIGN



Figure 5.1:



The Simulated Minefield layout
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Figure 5.1 above is a screenshot of a simulated minefield. The Black area signifies the minefield area and the colored boxes simulate the landmines. The grey colored mines location is already known to the system whereas the Green colored mines are unknown and to be detected by the system. The yellow colored rectangle at the top left corner of the figure 5.1 represent the robot.



To test the system, a command of a goal point is provided to the robot by a click of mouse anywhere in the minefield. The path generated by the path planners is represented by a blue colored line as shown in figure 5.3. The white colored small square (dot) as shown in figure 5.3 along the path indicated the immediate local goal available to VHF+ which it needs to follow.



5.2



ALL LANDMINES ARE KNOWN



The first case tested was when all the ten landmines were already known to the robot as shown in figure 5.2 (a):



Figure 5.2 (a):



Test case 1- All landmines known.
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To start the program, a goal point was provided to the robot with the help of a mouse click as shown in figure 5.2(a). As soon as this goal point was received by the system, the global planner plans the path the robot has to travel to reach the destination following the shortest way as shown in figure 5.2(b).



Figure 5.2(b) Path Planned



Figure 5.2(c) Path being navigated Figure 5.2(d) Goal point reached



The robot then starts navigating this proposed path as shown in figure 5.2(c) and reaches the commanded goal point as shown in figure 5.2(d). It was observed that the robot avoided all the known landmines and made its way clearly from the initial position to the final commanded goal point.



5.3



A FEW LANDMINES ARE KNOWN



The second case tested was when four landmines were known and the remaining six landmines were unknown to the system as shown in figure 5.3(a):



Figure 5.3 (a):



Test case 2 – A few landmines are known.
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The program was initialized by providing the robot a goal point with the help of a mouse click as shown in figure 5.2(a). As soon as this goal point was received by the system, the global planner plans the path the robot should travel to reach the destination following the shortest way as shown in figure 5.1(b).



Figure 5.3(b) Path Planned



Figure 5.3(c) Path being navigated Figure 5.3(d) Path Re-Planned



However it was observed that the robot while planning the path avoided all the known landmines but planned its way through the unknown landmines as shown in figure 5.3(c). As soon as the robot reached near the unknown landmine, it identified the obstacle and updated its map. The GlobalPlanner function was involved to re-plan the path according to the new map as shown in figure 5.3(d).



Figure 5.3(e) Re-plan Path followed; Figure 5.3(f) Re-plan path followed; Figure 5.3(g) Again Re-Planning
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The re-planned path was followed by the robot till it encountered another unknown landmine. It again updated the map and again involved the GlobalPlanner function. Check figure 5.3(e) to figure 5.3(k).This process was continued till the robot reached the commanded goal points shown in figure 5.3(l).



Figure 5.3(h) Re-plan path followed; Figure 5.3(i) Path being navigated Figure 5.3(j) Path Re-Planned



Figure 5.3(k) Re-plan path followed; Figure 5.3(l) Goal point reached



To further test the system, another goal point was given to the robot as shown in figure 5.3(m). This was done because while navigating the previous goal point, the robot encountered a few unknown landmines and it made a record of them. This next goal point was given to test if the record was actually been stored by the robot. It was observed that the robot now avoided all the previously known landmines as well as the landmines it had discovered in its
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previous navigation. This is shown in figure 5.3(o). It proved that the robot is actually updating its maps and using them in his further voyages.



Figure 5.3(m) Another Goal point given; Figure 5.3(n) Path planned and being navigated



5.4 ALL LANDMINES UNKNOWN The third case tested was when all the ten landmines were unknown to the system as shown in figure 5.4(a):



Figure 5.4(a): All mines unknown and path been planned.



After the goal point was given, the shortest path was planned as shown in figure 5.4(a). 49



Figure 5.4(b) planned path followed; Figure 5.4(c) Landmine encountered; Figure 5.4(d) Path Re-Planned



The robot started navigating on the planned path as shown in figure 5.4(b). As soon as a landmine was encountered figure 5.4(c), the path was re-planned as shown in figure 5.4(d) and the map was updated.



Figure 5.4(e) Re-plan path followed; Figure 5.4(f) Path being navigated Figure 5.4(g) Path been navigated



The robot keeps navigating the planned path as shown in figures 5.4(e)-5.4(g).



Figure 5.4(h) Path been navigated; Figure 5.4(i): Path re-planned; Figure 5.4(j) Path been navigated
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As soon as another landmine was detected, the map was updated and the path was re-planned as shown in figure 5.4(h). This was continued till the robot reached the goal point successfully avoiding all the plotted landmines as shown in figure 5.4(m).



Figure 5.4(k) Re-plan path followed; Figure 5.4(l) Path being navigated Figure 5.4(m) Path Re-Planned



To further test the system, another goal point was given to the robot as shown in figure 5.4(n). This next goal point was given to test if the record of discovered landmines was actually been stored by the robot. It was observed that the robot now avoided all the previously unknown landmines. This is shown in figure 5.4(o). The robot reached the new goal point successfully avoiding all the landmines as shown in figure 5.4(p). It proved that the robot is actually updating its maps and using them in his further voyages.



Figure 5.4(n) Re-plan path followed; Figure 5.4(o) Path being navigated Figure 5.4(p) Path Re-Planned
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6 PROJECT EXTENSION & CONCLUSION This chapter includes the changes required to implement the coded system on a real robot with real sensors and lists the variation in the performance of the real robot which might come up. The report ends with the final conclusion of the project.



6.1



PROJECT EXTENSION



The steps required to implement the landmine detecting system in a real minefield on a real robot are:



1. First of all, a connection port to communicate with the real robot has to be established. This will require that the embedded hardware for motor control and the computer system on the robot for running this system must interact through some way, either through serial port or USB or a wireless connection. This will further require a communication protocol implemented through which the commands can be sent for motor control and data can be received from the sensors. 2. Once the communication has been set up, the size and position related dimensions of the real robot, like the axle length, the wheel diameter, encoder counts per wheel rotation, positioning of sonars according to centre of robot etc have to be updated. Robot dimensions needs to be updated in constructor of class map, and the sonar positions needs to be
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accommodated in the function void Map::updateSonarOnMap() using simple frame transformations. The GPR reading also needs to be converted into x, y coordinates of the location of mine and sent to the robot. According to the company, we needs to make the necessary hardware to interface it. 3. Some changes in function VFH has to be done. The actual VFH algorithm does need any modification, but the function implemented in the project was actually based on simple proportional control. 4. Velocity Calculations: After changing the above values and parameters for the real robot, VFH+ should work fine and should give the final direction. After this, the simple proportional control works to find the velocity commands for left & right motors. some changes will be required to be done at this point a. In the initial part of the control, the velocities for straight motion and turning motion were combined to give a curvilinear motion, based on the distance of the next local goal and the angle to be turned. A proper combination of these is very necessary; else the robot will never reach the goal. General tweaking in the code and testing will help find the proper combination. Presently, when the angle to turn is very high, there will be a turn dominated motion with a fixed turning radius. After that, the robot adjusts to the exact direction in forward motion, which is straight motion dominated with a little bit of turning. Since it is just a Proportional control at present, the robot might oscillate a bit along the required line of path on a few occasions. After all this, the left and right wheels
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velocities need to be calculated. They will then be compared to the present velocities to avoid sudden changes in commands. This is done as explained next. i. In the Proportional control part, the present velocity of the robot is estimated in the function updatePose(). The distance moved will be calculated from the real encoder readings and that needs to be divided with time to generate the Left and Right wheel velocities. A very important constant, scaling factor needs to be considered in the VFH function, in the proportional control part. This factor converts the speed of left and right wheel in terms of commands.



Than its



comparison



with the



required



velocities is done and the difference needs to be calculated. If the difference comes out to be more than the acceleration limit, then the velocity is reached in terms of acceleration steps, to avoid sudden large change in velocity of the robot which will enable smooth motion.



6.2 CONCLUSION The objective of simulating a robot to detect landmines was successfully completed. The D* algorithm was implemented as a Global Planner. The VFH+ algorithm was used for Local Planning, Evidence Grid Maps were used for map representation and Wide Angle Based Sonar Mapping Technique was employed for map updating.
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The system was tested in a simulated environment for three different cases namely: All Landmines Known A few Landmines Known and others Unknown All Landmines Unknown



The simulated robot identified all the obstacles and landmines and made its way from the initial position to the goal point avoiding all of them. All the obstacle data and the sensor values were also simulated.



6.3 ASSUMPTIONS, LIMITATIONS AND SOURCES OF ERROR 1. It was assumed that all the sensors will give exact and accurate data whereas the real sensors may give erroneous values due to secular reflection and because of hardware limitations. 2. Encoder readings were simulated so were perfect but in real robot, the encoder attached with motors might miss some readings and give inaccurate data. 3. It was assumed that the robot will not experience any skidding which will not be the case in real robot. This will lead to variation in performance of the system on real robot. 4. Mine detector GPR was assumed to be working with perfection and detecting every landmine within its range. The real performance will vary according to the sensor employed.
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5. It was assumed that there won’t be any dynamic moving objects as generally is the case in minefields. Dynamic moving obstacles will make system more complex.
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